
Students’ Council report 2018-19 

 
Teacher In-charge: Dr. Amitha Sehgal 

The first Council meeting of the academic year was held in December, 2018, in which, all the 
council members comprising of year/class representatives and other representatives 
collectively elected the General Secretary for this year's Students’ Council. The Lady 
Representative Asmita Jadhav was elected as the General Secretary. Things that can be done 
by the Council for college were discussed in brief. The highlight for the year was Rapport as 
well as a three-day workshop, jointly conducted with the Life Enrichment Cell. 

 

List of Members of the Students’ Council for the year 2018-19: 

1. Ms. Joshi Radhika                                     Class Representative of FYBCom. 

2. Ms. Shah Priyanshi                                    Class Representative of SYBCom. 

3. Mr. Hariharan Vaibhav                              Class Representative of TYBCom. 

4. Mr. Talwar Manav                                     Class Representative of FYBMS. 

5. Ms. Kohli Simran                                       Class Representative of SYBMS. 

6. Ms. Sharma Richa                                    Class Representative of TYBMS. 

7. Ms. Pandit Dhanashree                            Sports Representative 

8. Mr. Karalkar Chinmay                               N.S.S. Representative 

9. Mr. Otawkar Sanket                                  N.C.C. Representative 

10. Mr. Ramraje Sandesh                            Cultural Secretary 

11. Ms. Joshi Sanika                                    Lady Representative (Nominated) 

12. Ms. Jadhav Asmita                                 Lady Representative (Nominated) 



 

Rapport 2018 was hosted by the third year students of the college from 21st of December to 
24th of December, 2018. The theme for this year was Rapport Riyasat, which stood for the 
legacy left behind for the junior batches of the college by the third year students.  

The four day intra collegiate fest was a collection of over fifty events under various departments 
like sports, literary, cultural and informals. Students from first year junior college, first year 
degree college and second year degree college participated in great numbers to showcase their 
talent. The teams are formed on the basis of their divisions that compete with each other to win 
the Rapport trophy for their respective batch. 

The events concluded with the Prize Distribution Ceremony in which the winning divisions 
were felicitated by Dr. Mrs. Amitha Sehgal, the Teacher-in-charge for the Students’ Council. 
The winning classes for the events were FYJC-G, FYBMS and SYBMS. All the students 
thoroughly enjoyed the 4 days of the fest, regardless of winning or losing, they definitely learnt 
a lot and went home with fond memories of the festival. 

Apart from Rapport, the Council this year was a part of the Workshop conducted and bought 
together by the Life Enrichment Cell. On the first day, 10th January, 2019 a seminar on 
Vedantic Aspects of Conflict Resolution was conducted by the members of the Chinmaya 
Mission. On the second day, a session on how to create a Vision Board was conducted followed 
by a healthy discussion by all the participants. On the third day, a talk and interactive session 
was conducted by Dr. Ketna Mehta on how to overcome obstacles and conquer life and by Dr. 
Sunita Shankar, on the spiritual aspect of managing adversities and problems in life. 
Certificates were then distributed to the attendees. 

 


